Reply to Sun Tzu

By Anna Von Reitz
Americans are not naturally "U.S. Citizens". They have to be converted into "U.S. Citizens" and
they have to be re-conveyed out of "U.S. Citizenship" if they want to get out of it once they stumble
into it. Like stumbling into a cow pie. Once you put your foot (or your name) in, you have to take
your foot (or name) out.
All the concerns in this letter (posted below) are predicated on the wrong idea that you are naturally
some form of "U.S. Citizen" and that you could "lose something" by denying such citizenship.
The only "United States" that any of us are associated with is "The United States". Notice the "The".
And we are not even "citizens" of The United States. We are nationals of The United States. When
is the last time you or anyone you know took a soil jurisdiction office? I can tell you: 1851. So there
are at this time exactly zero Americans owing citizenship obligations to "The United States".
Whether you like it or not, your Proper Name has been kidnapped and transported into the realm of
Commercial Fiction and falsely identified as a franchise corporation --- like a Burger King franchise --belonging to the British Crown. That franchise is a United States Citizen under their "diversity of
citizenship" clause and no United States Citizen has any rights or guarantees or treaties or
constitutional guarantees.
This is a process begun when your Mother unknowingly "surrendered" your name at the hospital and
they "seized upon it" in Breach of Trust.
Their "franchise offer" is a false gift you are offered before you are even competent to accept an
offer, so they get your clueless Mother to sign "for" you and then they use that to concoct claims in
commerce against you. It's like the free magazine subscription that obligates you to pay for fifty
other subscriptions you don't want or need in the first place.
Breach of Trust and fraud are the only issues and they can only be addressed once you rebut their
evidence and their presumptions via Expatriating from all forms of "U.S. Citizenship" and developing
superior evidence of your true identity and standing.
As for how do we get our stuff back --- get fifty million Americans up to speed and claiming their
proper identity and political status and exposing these vermin for what they've done and you will
have more than just your own stuff back. You will have your country back.
Continue down the road you are on, trying to straddle the fence, and all you do is leave people as
sitting ducks ready to be plucked off by the Brits and the Pope's men--- who will exercise control over
anyone presumed to be working for their corporations and over any "property" presumed to be
donated to them.
Americans who have been falsely conscripted into "service" as "U.S. citizens" have nothing to lose
and everything to gain by coming home to the land and soil they are heir to. The Brits and the Holy

Roman Empire won't like this, because they have been holding false title to us and to all our property
and using us and our assets as collateral for their debts. Ask me --- do I care what they like?
The process that I have suggested to recoup and evidence your actual identity and standing allows
you to "re-flag" the "U.S. Citizen" NAMES as American entities, put all and any assets belonging to
those entities back on the American land and soil of your States, subject them to the Public Law of
our country, and control them yourselves.
You have an "Authorizing Signature" so use it. And be sure to copyright it with a by-line or a
copyright symbol (small "c" inside a circle") whenever you do.
Just take all the playing pieces associated with your Name and permanently domicile them on the
land and soil of your State, so that the Queen and her Bar Attorneys no longer have jurisdiction over
your playing pieces and no authority to address you.
"U.S. Citizenship" in any form is not anything that any American should cherish or regard as a benefit
and it is not possible to retain it and enjoy your birthright as an American. So just ditch it and be
done. If you are not a Federal Employee --- Civilian or active duty Military --- there is no reason for
you to adopt "U.S. Citizenship" of any kind, and once you leave such employment, there is no reason
for you to stay in that status.
------------------------------------------

Is Anna aware of what's going on at NESARA? Destry & Sun going full drama queen against doing Anna's
paperwork
---------------------------------------------

Do Not Repudiate U.S. Citizenship - Do Not Change Status - Here is why (Another Layer of
Deception Peeled Back From the Onion That Is - The Matrix of Enslavement):
New evidence has come to light suggesting previous ideas thought true, now appear to be
false. Temporarily, cease performing any correspondence in the form of "U.S. Citizenship Repudiation"
or "Political Status Change" with "United States Inc," a foreign corporation committing fraud.
What we have discovered:
- Why should the people have to correct their status?
- It was the foreign corporation, "United States Inc," who committed the fraud, the natives were simply born upon
the land, then defrauded, the natives are innocent, and should be free of burden.
- We The People, the indigenous natives on the land, are not required to communicate or have business
dealings with a foreign corporation, "United States Inc," operating criminally.
Any failure to heed this warning may be monetizing yourself for financial gain of the crime syndicate, maximizing
profits for the foreign corporation, "United States Inc," and their parent corporation, "United Nations Inc," and the
subsidiary corporations, "Your Nation Inc."
US Supreme Court decisions state that the Crime Syndicate, "United States Inc," can only do business with
other fictional entities, which is why we have all been turned into corporations in the jurisdiction of the sea under
maritime law.
If you repudiate your U.S. citizenship, this may release the crime syndicate from having to pay you recompense
and restitution for fraud/damages because there will be no fictional entity for the crime syndicate to do business
with or have communications with.
By repudiating your U.S. citizenship, the Crime Syndicate may seize your social security benefits as no one
individual has proven to have received these monies and or damages (restitution for fraud) and as The
Handbook from the Michigan Jural Assembly proves, this "status change" or "US citizenship repudiation," is not
necessary and may cause great financial harm to both the native and to future moneys (remedy) received
(owed).

The biggest person pushing this, she has never shown proof of receiving moneys back from the crime syndicate
post processing.
Other evidence has come to light that we shall bring before you shortly. This is a temporary notice to get the
word out as quickly as possible.
The real notice with proof will be coming shortly.
Sincerely,
Sun Tzu
Posted by Sun Tzu at 10:41:00 PM 0 comments
Anna Von Reitz vs The Jural Assemblies, The Michigan Jural Assembly, The Handbook vs Citizenship
Repudiation/Political Status Change
We know that Satan and the forces of evil always first enter the scene with gifts, sustenance of value, valuable
information, and in the name of love and peace for the betterment of mankind, but the real truth is that a sinister
trap is laid right from the beginning.
I Sun Tzu, currently freeze all support and aid for Anna Von Reitz. You all know me well, I have supported her
for a very long time, she in fact woke me up, but you will see below, something with Anna is very troubling, needs
to be addressed, and directions she is giving, could cost you everything.
While I look forward to working with Anna Von Reitz, correcting the record and urging her to join the forces of
good (maximum benefit for the We the Indigenous Native victims), currently she may be leading all the lemmings
off the cliff to their doom.
Evidence:
1) Anna's first several hundred articles were packed full of valuable information; the foreign owned corporation,
"United Nations Inc," and all her subsidiary corporations like, "United States Inc," are all foreign with respect to
the natives which they enslave, and Anna helped shine light on that and upon the unlawful conversion of natives
into corporations by infringing upon all our copyright(s).
2) Monetization of natives who change their political status (dissolve their corporation).
- If you dissolve your corporation by changing your political status (mailing back your birth certificate to the de
facto corporation), you will likely never receive the "monies," (inheritance) you are owed as Anna Von Reitz says
you will (at least not anytime in the near future).
- In Anna's earlier writings, she told you to inform the de facto corporation to place all monies owed into your
bank account (account number provided).
- So if Anna received her billions of dollars she is owed by being the first in her family line to receive all the
assets of her family line that had been fraudulently claimed and stolen (IRS) by the "United States Inc," as "Unclaimed," "Abandoned," or "Belonging to Missing Peoples," then she would be one of the richest people in the
country and she would not be asking everyone for money to buy jars of food to fill her pantry. So Anna, where
is all this great wealth you have received? Why are you asking everyone for money if you have received
your family's inheritance?
- If you follow Anna into what appears to be a vicious Deep State trap, there is one thing for sure, you will not
get your inheritance anytime soon, because the "United States Inc," foreign owned corporation has statutes and
administrative rulings from the administrative corporate courts most notably the "United States Supreme Court,"
which says that the de facto corporation, "United States Inc," is a fictional entity, and can only have business
dealings and communication with other fictional entities (corporations), so if you dissolve your corporation (U.S.
Citizen), then the de facto corporation, "United States Inc," will not be able to communicate with you or have
business dealings with you, it will be as though you never existed. I will be posting the above mentioned U.S.
Supreme Court ruling as soon as Freewill sends it to me again, it is the real deal, the United States Inc can only
have communication or business dealings with other fictional entities, such as corporations. So how would you
receive your inheritance if the de facto corporation cannot communicate or do business with you?

The de facto corporation, "United States Inc," will also be able to say that any injury due to copyright
infringement was alleviated and resolved by the victim themselves when they informed the "United States Inc,"
that they were in fact not missing and that the victim corrected the mistake by dissolving the U.S. Citizen
corporation created in Probate Court(for dead, missing, missing presumed dead), thus you will never get your
damages for the copyright infringement upon your name, at least not anytime soon.
Furthermore, if you do what Anna is telling you to do, your life will be one of misery and suffering. Anyone who
would like to know what life is like after changing your political status, just ask Freewill. Life gets pretty tough
without a social security number and a driver's license.
QUESTION:
If a foreign owned corporation, "Death Inc," perpetrates attacks against the indigenous native population, why
should any burden be placed on the victims? Why should the natives have any burden of correcting any
fraudulent paperwork in a foreign corporation that is operating as a crime syndicate, not operating on the land
jurisdiction, and operating illegally from the jurisdiction of the sea through maritime law?
I will answer this for you:
The "United States Inc," is the Criminal Operation that is infringing upon copyrights, genociding natives all over
the world, and committing all sorts of other crimes against the native population of Earth. Why should any victim
be expected to communicate with a Crime Syndicate?
If a corporation, "Bob's Burgers" slipped cyanide into your mom's soft drink and she died, would you be required
to fill out corporate paperwork for Bob's Burgers Inc?
No, I don't think so.
Anna Von Reitz appears to be aiding and abetting the foreign owned Crime Syndicate in limiting its
liabilities. By getting people to dissolve their U.S. Citizenship, Anna is essentially monetizing victims for
the Crime Syndicate, this decreases the amount of money that the "United States Inc" will have to pay
out for both copyright infringement as well as the "Inheritance," which cannot be paid out to a living
native as the "United States Inc" by its own U.S. Supreme Court decisions, can only have business
dealings with corporations or non fictional entities. By dissolving your U.S. Citizenship, you may be
allowing the Crime Syndicate to keep all your inheritance.
The Michigan Jural Assembly did everything right! (Quote From Anna's Own Mouth
The Jural Assemblies are the solution.
The Handbook is the solution.
You can find out everything you need to save yourself and the world, right here:
www.National-Assembly.net
You do not need to correct your political status. You simply need to form up your Jural Assemblies.
Once the Jural Assemblies are formed, we can take the de facto "United States Inc" to task for copyright
infringement and all other horrible crimes they've committed.
But you need to do this fast. As you can see, it appears that Trump and Qanon are just a distraction, just
another layer of control in "The Matrix" of enslavement and suffering. There is mixed words on the subject of the
recent funding bill signed by Trump, that it allows for all illegal aliens, their roommates, and their family members,
to have a path to citizenship. It appears to me that Anna Von Reitz is helping the Crime Syndicate get rid of the
citizens they don't want (victims they owe restitution to) and refilling the ranks of Citizens with illegal immigration
and immediate path to citizenship for all who illegally enter the country. Remember, the de facto Corporation,
"United States Inc," and her parent corporation, "United Nations Inc," cannot survive without "Citizens" to provide
services for (or should I say rob, murder, cheat and steal from). So it appears that Qanon and Trump are just a
means to erase liabilities (reparations, recompense, and restitution for crimes) and then replace those lost
Citizens with more Citizens, stealing our nation from us at the same time.
Anna Von Reitz:
Where is your inheritance that you have collected from the de facto "United States Inc?" You wrote in your

articles of how to collect it upon correction of political status. So show us your big fat billion dollar bank account.
Furthermore, you tell us that you have filed all these injunctions and legal proceedings in our defense and in
protection of our inheritance and in protection of our property, and in protection of our Sovereign Un-Incorporated
Republic, PLEASE SHOW US PROOF OF THIS. If you are filing legal arguments in our benefit, should we not
be privy to these documents?
Anna. Why did you drop the name "Judge" Anna Von Reitz?
Is it correct that you removed the title, "Judge" from your name upon being visited by the FEDS?
Is it true that the Colorado-9 (Nine students of Anna Von Reitz all using the title Judge) were visited by the FEDS
after the FEDS visited you, except that the FEDS arrested those nine individuals, all of whom I am informed are
still in prison? Why did the FEDS tip you off, but arrest your students?
Anna Von Reitz, are you currently working for the DEEP State?
Anna Von Reitz, are you currently working for the Vatican?
Anna Von Reitz, in your earlier writings, you claimed to have been a United States Federal Postal Judge, but the
union has no records of you having ever been a Federal Postal Judge.
Anna Von Reitz, we ask you to present evidence to your fellow natives that proves you are who you say you are,
that you have received your inheritance as you are telling people to change their political status to do so. We
ask you to prove that you were a Federal Postal Judge.
We ask you to furthermore prove that the "Living Law Firm" is real.
We ask you to furthermore prove that the legal paperwork and legal matters for protection of our properties,
names, and inheritance have actually been filed.
We would like to solve these issues with you civilly and avoid a mud slinging contest. We desire a solution that
best fits all injured natives on Earth (the whole population).
But please understand, if you are aiding a foreign owned corporation, "United States Inc," or the Vatican, or any
other individual or entity in attacks against Americans, you would be committing Treason.
We kindly ask you to help us resolve these matters.
Sincerely,
Sun Tzu
--------------------------------------------------See this article and over 1500 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com
To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.

